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Roomdimensions has equiped the new TRA CONTROL
ROOM, located in Dubai. The space is divided into 2
Main environments: Main Control Room & Crisis
Room.
The proposal for the operator workposts located in the
Main Control Room employs the LAN console product
range, a top product of high performance which excels
in versatility and adaptation to the 24x7 environments,
where it is necessary to count on innovative products,
with the most advanced technological image and
features from the point of view of cable management
and connectivity of located computer equipment. The
structure of LAN console enables the entry and
effective conduction of cabling from the raised floor all
along the workpost uninterruptedly.
It is considered appropriate to plan the workstations as
such to be able to integrate the audiovisual equipment
required by each operator for his daily work. Moreover,
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The Lan Console,
a top product of high
performance which
excels in versatility
and adaptation to
the 24x7
environments.
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each operator disposes of a structural
custom-made closed PC compartment under
the cable duct, allowing to safely locate and
connect the PC's in an isolated environment.
The points to be considered are as follows:
Create a structure which enables an active and
concealed management of all structured
cabling.
Ensure fast access to all connectivity points
through hinged covers in the work tops
facilitating access to the power & data sockets
located inside the central cable duct
The proposal for the Crisis Room Meeting Table
employs a custom made CRAE Smart Meeting
Table configuration for 9 delegates. The
solution proposed has a strong technological
profile, and is highly robust and modular. It
allows a perfect organization and distribution of

all the structured cabling inside its central
cable duct, and a smart integration of
connectivity points containing power, data and
USB jacks in its worksurface, for the use of the
delegates. The table sides are manufactured in
high quality steel shape, with 10mm thick
phenol cover on the side and corner LED
illumination allowing customization with the
customer´s corporate image. The table is
specially prepared to integrate a 17,3”
professional retractable monitor.
The project scope of the project includes:
MAIN CONTROL ROOM:
Project design & management | 1x Lan console
for 7 operators | 7x Racks equipment compartments | 7x monitor arms | 1x Lan console for 2
operators | 2x Racks equipment compartments
| 2x monitor arms | 1x manually foldable monitor | 9x ergonomic chairs 24x7 CXO | 2x filing &
printer COMBI modules.
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The meeting table
is provided by a
retractable monitor.

CRISIS ROOM:
Project design & management | 1x CRAE Smart
Meeting Table for 9 delegates | 9x KHROMA
Executive Full Leather chairs | 1x 17,3”
professional retractable monitor.
For the crisis room, Khroma chair has been

chosen to provide comfort to an affordably
priced premium executive chair. It combines
ergonomic comfort and support with a plush
appearance and exceptional styling. Khroma
offers ergonomically contoured back with a
generous seat.

Kkroma, by Nightingale Chairs
has been carefully chosen for
an executive use in the crisis
room.
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